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Milestones for Orchestra
In this edition of our catalogue series Milestones for Orchestra we have compiled
potential milestones of the 21st century for you. It is daring to speak of milestones with
regard to such young works. Some of them have been identified as such by great
conductors, and have found their way to the international podiums. However, the
edition contains also as yet less known works having the potential of redefining the 21st
century in musical terms.
We hope to have stimulated your spirit of discovery and wish you happy new ears.

Meilensteine für Orchester
In dieser Ausgabe unserer Katalogreihe Meilensteine für Orchester haben wir
potenzielle Meilensteine des 21. Jahrhunderts für Sie zusammengetragen. Es ist gewagt,
bei so jungen Werken von Meilensteinen zu sprechen. Manche von ihnen wurden von
großen Dirigenten schon als solche identifiziert und haben den Weg auf die
internationalen Podien gefunden. Es finden sich hier aber auch noch weniger bekannte
Werke, die das Potential haben, das 21. Jahrhundert musikalisch neu zu definieren.
Wir hoffen auf Ihren Entdeckergeist und wünschen Ihnen happy new ears.

Jalons pour la musique orchestrale
Dans cette édition de notre série de catalogue intitulée Jalons pour la musique
orchestrale, nous avons compilé pour vous les potentiels jalons de référence du XXIe
siècle. Il peut sembler osé de parler de jalons pour des œuvres aussi jeunes. Certains
d'entre eux ont déjà été identifiés comme tels par de grands chefs d'orchestre et ont
trouvé leur chemin sur les podiums internationaux. Mais on y trouve aussi des œuvres
encore moins connues qui ont le potentiel de redéfinir le XXIe siècle au niveau musical.
Nous comptons beaucoup sur votre esprit de découverte et nous vous souhaitons happy
new ears.

Pietre miliari per orchestra
In questa edizione della nostra collana di cataloghi Pietre miliari per orchestra
abbiamo raccolto per voi potenziali pietre miliari del XXI secolo. È rischioso parlare di
pietre miliari visto che si tratta di opere così recenti. Alcune tra queste sono già state
identificate in tal senso da grandi direttori e hanno già debuttato su podi internazionali.
Qui troviamo però anche alcune opere ancora meno conosciute che potenzialmente
potrebbero ridefinire musicalmente il XXI secolo.
Speriamo rimarrete affascinati dalla scoperta e vi auguriamo happy new ears.

Hitos para orquesta
En esta edición de nuestra serie de catálogos Hitos para orquestas hemos reunido los
que pueden convertirse en los hitos del siglo XXI. Es arriesgado hablar de hitos en el
caso de obras tan jóvenes. Algunas de ellas han sido identificadas como tales por
grandes directores de orquesta y se han ganado un lugar en los podios internacionales,
pero también se incluyen obras menos conocidas que tienen el potencial de redefinir
musicalmente el siglo XXI.
Esperamos despertar su espíritu descubridor y le deseamos happy new ears.

Marcos para orquestra
Nesta edição da nossa série de catálogo Macros para a orquestra resumimos para si
potenciais macros do século XXI. Ousa-se a utilização do termo macros em obras tão
recentes. Algumas já foram assim identificadas por dirigentes de renome e encontraram
o seu caminho em pódios internacionais. Aqui também existem obras menos
conhecidas, que possuem o potencial de definir musicalmente o século XXI.
Apostamos no seu espírito de descoberta e desejamos-lhe happy new ears.

乐团的里程碑
在我们本期出版的系列目录册«乐团的里程碑»中，我们为您汇总了21世纪潜在的里程
碑。对如此年轻的作品就开始谈论起里程碑，这显然是一种大胆的行为。可其中某些
确实已经被一些大指挥家们鉴定为里程碑了，同时也已找到了通往国际舞台的途径。
不过这其中也有一些知名度较小的作品，它们还有希望重新去定义21世纪的音乐风
格。
我们期待您的伯乐精神，并希望这些音乐能令您耳目一新，获得美的享受。

オーケストラのためのマイルストーン作品集
弊社のカタログシリーズ『オーケストラのためのマイルストーン作品』では、21世
紀のマイルストーンとなるであろう作品が編纂されています。これほど若い作品を
もってマイルストーンを語るのは時期早尚かもしれませんが、敢えてその潜在性を
秘めた作品を集めました。これらの作品の一部は、著名な指揮者によって認めら
れ、数々の国際的な舞台で演奏されています。その一方で、それほど知られていな
いながらも、21世紀の音楽を新たに定義する可能性のある作品も掲載されていま
す。

新たな作品の発掘とその音色を是非お楽しみください。

오케스트라의 획기적 사건들
우리의 카탈로그 시리즈 오케스트라의 획기적 사건들의 이번 호에서는 여러분을 위해
21세기 들어 획기적이라고 부를 만한 사건들을 한데 모아 보았습니다. 작곡된 지 얼마
되지 않은 작품들을 획기적 사건에 선정하는 것이 다소 무리해 보이기는 하지만, 이들
중 많은 작품들이 이미 훌륭한 지휘자들로부터 그럴 만하다는 평가를 받으며 국제
무대에서 자리를 잡고 있습니다. 한편 비교적 덜 알려지긴 했지만 가능성을 갖추고
음악적으로 21세기를 새롭게 정의하는 작품들도 놓칠 수는 없었습니다.
우리는 여러분의 발견 정신을 기대하면서 여러분이 새로운 음악의 세계에서 행복을
만끽하시길 바랍니다.

«Ключевые вехи» для оркестра
В этом издании нашей серии каталогов «”Ключевые вехи” для оркестра» мы
собрали для Вас композиции, которые могут стать «ключевыми вехами» в
развитии музыки XXI века. Говорить о произведениях, так недавно увидевших
свет, в таком ключе – довольно смелый шаг. Исключительная важность многих
из этих работ, уже блиставших на мировой сцене, была признана именитыми
дирижерами. Однако в этом издании Вы найдете и гораздо менее известные
произведения, обладающие потенциалом для того, чтобы внести свой вклад в
формирование нового представления о музыке XXI века.
Мы желаем Вам приятных музыкальных открытий, которые усладят Ваш слух.

Míľniky pre orchestre
V tomto vydaní nášho katalógu Míľniky pre orchestre sme zhromaždili potencionálne
míľniky 21. storočia. Je odvážne hovoriť o tak mladých dielach ako o míľnikoch. Niektoré
z nich významní dirigenti za také už označili, alebo si našli cestu na medzinárodné pódia.
Nájdete tu však aj menej známe diela, ktoré však majú potenciál 21. storočie hudobne
novo definovať. Dúfame vo vášho objaviteľského ducha a želáme Vám happy new ears.

Milníky pro orchestry
V tomto vydání našeho katalogu Milníky pro orchestry jsme shromáždili potencionální
milníky 21. století. Je odvážné mluvit u tak mladých děl o milnících. Některé z nich
významní dirigenti za takové již označili, nebo si našli cestu na mezinárodní pódia.
Najdete zde však i méně známá díla, která však mají potenciál 21. století hudebně nově
definovat. Doufáme ve vašeho objevitelského ducha a přejeme Vám happy new ears.

Kamienie milowe dla orkiestry
W niniejszym wydaniu naszej serii katalogowej Kamienie milowe dla orkiestry
zestawiliśmy dla Państwa potencjalne kamienie milowe XXI. wieku. Podejmujemy
jednocześnie próbę określenia tak młodych utworów kamieniami milowymi. Niektóre z
nich zostały już zauważone przez największych dyrygentów, jako utwory istotne i
odnalazły drogę na międzynarodowe podia. Znajdują się tutaj także mniej znane utwory,
które posiadają potencjał muzycznego zdefiniowania na nowo dzieł XXI. wieku.
Liczymy na Państwa wyczucie i życzymy Państwu happy new ears.
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MILESTONES FOR ORCHESTRA
2000–2016
Nikolai Badinski
Violin Concerto No. 3

Cristóbal Halffter
In tempore belli
Concierto for viola and orchestra

Vykintas Baltakas
Poussla

Georges Lentz
Monh
Guyuhmgan

Luke Bedford
Outblaze The Sky
Wreathe

Luciano Berio
4 dédicaces
SOLO
Stanze

Victoria Borisova-Ollas
Angelus

Friedrich Cerha
Nacht
Concerto for percussion and orchestra
Like a Tragicomedy

David Fenessy
This is how it feels

Georg Friedrich Haas
dark dreams
in vain
limited approximations
7 Klangräume

Arvo Pärt
Adam’s Lament
Greater Antiphons
In principio
Lamentate
Symphony No. 4 “Los Angeles“

Wolfgang Rihm
Piano Concerto No. 2
Lichtes Spiel
Verwandlung (1–6)
Transitus

David Sawer
Rumpelstiltskin Suite

Jay Schwartz
Music for orchestra II

Mauricio Sotelo
Cuerpos robados

Johannes Maria Staud
Oskar (Towards a Brighter Hue II)
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Nikolai Badinski
(*1934)

Nikolai Badinski was born in Sofia, Bulgaria, and started to take violin lessons at the age
of five. His attempts at composition also date from an early age. In 1961, he completed
the Academy of Music, Sofia. From 1962 to 1976 he lived in East-Berlin, where he
attended a Masterclass for Composition at the Academy of Arts. In 1976 he escaped
from East-Berlin to the West. He actively participated in the “Darmstadt International
Courses for New Music”, working with Ligeti, Halffter, Stockhausen, Xenakis and Kagel.
Several of his compositions were performed there. His works have been performed by
ensembles such as the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, the Staatskapelle Berlin, the
Symphony Orchestra of the Südwestfunk in Baden-Baden, the Arditti String Quartet,
etc.
Badinski uses a richly varied palette of compositional devices in his music, without
associating himself with any particular school, method or trend in composition. He often
stylises or changes elements or micro-elements from Bulgarian and other Balkan folk
music from various historical strata, as well as from sacred music, describing folk music
as a rich source for research and inspiration.

Violin Concerto No. 3 (1970–1972)
for violin and orchestra / 23’
2 2 2 2 - 4 2 2 0 - timp, perc, str
World première: 15/11/1980 Berlin. Christiane Edinger, vln; Berliner Philharmoniker,
Cristóbal Halffter
“Since my schooldays, my heart has beaten faster at the thought of the French
Revolution and its ideas and consequences. The famous slogan ‘Liberté, Égalité,
Fraternité’ (freedom, equality, brotherhood) fascinated me, like many others – it touched
the depths of my soul. A logical extension of these ideals was the ‘Commune de Paris’
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1871, with its barricades and battles. The drama of the commune and the mass
executions which followed shook me to the core. For a long time I have felt an urgent
desire to explore these ideas in music. The approaching 100th anniversary of the
‘Commune de Paris’ in 1970 seemed a good opportunity to do so. Thus I decided to
seize the opportunity in the form of a violin concerto.
When I began to write this violin concerto, I had already collected a considerable
amount of material. But the range of this material was too large to be encompassed in a
single piece, musically, dramaturgically or aesthetically. But this multifaceted collection
of ideas and images still seemed valuable to me. As the work continued, the solution
became clear: a trilogy of concertos.
In this way, the greater part of my initial idea about the ‘Commune de Paris’ became
concentrated in the final part of the trilogy. This part – the third concerto – was
completed in 1972. The tension and drama of the piece were also inspired by Brecht's
statement that “this is a time for trumpets rather than violins“.
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Vykintas Baltakas
(*1972)

Vykintas Baltakas was born into a family of musicians from Vilnius/ Lithuania. After
studying at the Academy of Music in Vilnius, he subsequently studied composition with
Wolfgang Rihm and conducting with Andreas Weiss at Karlsruhe University of Music.
Soon after he arrived in Karlsruhe he met Peter Eötvös, who was running the Institute of
New Music in Karlsruhe at the time and who for several years helped Baltakas to
intensify both his conducting and composing skills. In 2007 Baltakas was awarded the
Ernst von Siemens Music Foundation Composers’ Prize. In 2009 he founded the
Lithuanian Ensemble Network; he has been director of the network ever since and also
used the organization for the interpretation of his own works. The UE catalogue now
contains more than 20 compositions by Vykintas Baltakas, including works which were
written for the Ensemble Modern, Klangforum Wien, the Arditti Quartet and the
Bavarian Radio Symphony Orchestra.

Poussla (2002, 2006)
for ensemble and orchestra / 20'
2 2 3 3 - 4 2 2 1 - perc(3), vln(16), vla(10), vc(10), cb(10); ens.: ob, clar(Eb), s.sax(Bb),
vln-solo, acc, pno, tb
World première: 25/03/2006 Berlin. SWR-SO Baden-Baden and Freiburg, Sylvain
Cambreling
“The ensemble work Poussla was the starting point for this orchestra piece. The pusline
is a Lithuanian string instrument with an animal’s bladder for a resonating body; the
sound is quite pungent. The poussla could be called a large kind of pusline if it were not
written “pusla” in Lithuanian; therefore, poussla is a neologism, a play on words
belonging to no particular language and containing all meanings of pusten (ger.: to
puff), pousser (fr.: to push), Blase (ger.: bladder), blasen (ger.: to blow), stoßen (ger.: to
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thrust), drängen (ger.: to urge), an–/vorantreiben (ger.: to urge/drive forward), etc. But I
especially associate poussla with a specific directness of expression.
In Poussla I tried to form a nonlinear dramaturgy, an energy field prominent at every
moment, constantly rotating and providing ever-new listening perspectives. A vibrating
object has its own laws of motion; its amplitude can be large or small, it can move faster
or slower, it can come to a standstill, resume vibrating and set other oscillations in
motion. Such behaviour is very similar to the physical structure of a sound, and in many
partials which themselves vibrate and which have specific ratios to one another. A sound
is like a large wheel with many small wheels in the gears. The meaning of vibration has
no objective; its meaning is the vibrating itself. This idea forms a basis of nonlinear
structure.
Yet Poussla is not an illustration of this process – I do not even know if this association
applies to the essence of the piece at all. Such an image can be a mode of thought for a
composer, but that does not mean that the resultant music is actually identical to it or
even has anything to do with it. Music is a living entity; it has its own will and the
composer does not have sole power over controlling that entity completely. He can
influence it, initiate it, give it direction, make decisions – but composing is more of an
interplay between the composer and the organism, viz. music. One gives impulses but
receives other impulses back, in turn, which one processes and which then swing back.
Therefore I am very sceptical about attempts to describe music in words.
I do not wish to take that path. I do not proceed on the assumption that listeners can
only perceive a work when they have acquired information about it. No – listeners don’t
need to know anything! They only need to be inwardly open to the sound, to the
unknown, to something which they can perhaps capture with the help of conventional
notions. They must also be unafraid if something confronts them which destabilizes
their ideological principles or makes them feel uncomfortable; they must decisively
plunge into the world of sound.” (Vykintas Baltakas)
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Luke Bedford
(*1978)

Luke Bedford was born in Wokingham/ Great Britain and studied composition at the
Royal College of Music with Edwin Roxburgh and Simon Bainbridge.
He was the recipient of a prestigious Paul Hamlyn Artists’ Award in 2007, and in 2008
Wreathe won the British Composer Award. 2010 saw the world première of At Three
and Two by the Hallé Orchestra. His first opera – Seven Angels, based on Milton’s
“Paradise Lost” – was premièred in 2011 by the Opera Group and the Birmingham
Contemporary Music Group. Bedford was the first ever composer in residence at the
Wigmore Hall in London, which has earned him several commissions. In 2012 he was
awarded the Ernst von Siemens Musikstiftung Composers’ Prize in music. In 2014, his
highly acclaimed opera Through His Teeth was premièred at the Royal Opera House.
Tom Service wrote of Or Voit Tout en Aventure (for soprano and 16 players) that this
was "one of the most outstanding pieces by any young composer I've ever experienced
– music of brooding expressive intensity and charged with that indefinable quality that
makes a piece sound as if it was written out of sheer necessity."

Outblaze The Sky (2006)
for orchestra / 6'
3 3 3 3 - 4 3 3 1 - timp, perc(2), hp, cel, str
World première: 12/04/2007 London. London SO, Daniel Harding
“The title is a reworking of a phrase in D. M. Thomas’ The White Hotel which I reread
while composing this piece. I was especially interested in the dreamlike and highly
charged poem near the start of the novel, which seemed, in my mind, to have certain
parallels with the music that I was writing.
As it is only a short six minute work, I wanted to stick to one idea throughout and
explore that. I imagined the piece to have a warmth and a certain haziness, and the
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result is that virtually every new pitch is scored with glissandi, harmonics, fluttertonguing, tremolandi and molto vibrato. But the music is very slow throughout, and
only properly “blazes” in the final section.” (Luke Bedford)

Wreathe (2007)
for orchestra / 18'
2 2 2 2 - 4 2 3 0 - timp, perc(1), hp, str
World première: 07/12/2007 Bradford-on-Avon. BBC National Orchestra of Wales,
Thierry Fischer
“Up to starting work on this composition, I had never written a single stretch of music
that lasted over 12 minutes, for any size ensemble, let alone orchestra. So in terms of
scale, this piece is something of a step into new territory for me. I was concerned with
finding a way to make ideas reappear over the course of the piece, but never in the
form of straight repetition. From that way of thinking came the idea of various motifs
that could appear, for example, as a melody in one part of the piece; as a background
figuration in a later section; and also as a bass-line somewhere else.
I was also quite determined not to pre-plan the actual shape of the piece, but to
discover it from the material I was working with. Indeed, the first two sections I
composed were the opening and the end of the piece (although I wasn't always so sure
they would take those positions in the piece), leaving a great big blank in the middle.
Having established where I was starting from and where I was going to, it was then a
matter of seeing how the material would take me from one to the other! I wanted to
use the full range of the orchestra at moments in the piece, so I included a
contrabassoon and contrabass clarinet to add extra weight to the lowest register. And
these lower, darker colours dominate much of the music – although they are only
gradually introduced after the predominance of middle and upper registers at the
opening of the piece.
The title Wreathe appealed to me partly due to its slightly archaic, decaying quality, and
also because it describes the way in which the ideas of the piece entwine each other.”
(Luke Bedford)
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Luciano Berio
(1925–2003)

Scarcely any other composer embodied the tension between tradition and
experimentation as much as Luciano Berio. On one hand, he was one of the great
visionaries of the 20th century who composed some of the icons of new music (e.g.
Sinfonia, Coro); on the other, throughout his life Berio, the Italian, also cultivated a
dialogue with musical history. Again and again he reworked pieces from past periods,
for example by Schubert, Verdi, Brahms and even Boccherini. Berio’s commitment to
music extended to other activities including conducting, the conception of concert series
and the promotion of contemporary music. He taught at prestigious musical and
academic institutions in Europe and the USA.

4 dédicaces (1978–1989)
for orchestra / 12'
4 3 4 3 - 6 5 3 1 - timp, perc(3), hp, cel, pno, e.org, alto sax, t.sax, str
World première: 31/01/2008 Chicago. Chicago SO, Pierre Boulez
Between 1978 and 1989, Luciano Berio composed four orchestral miniatures, each of
them scored for large orchestra. Because of their short duration and sizable
instrumentation, they stood little chance of becoming integrated in the orchestral
repertoire. Berio incorporated three pieces in his music theatre works: Encore and
Entrata in La vera storia (1977–1981), Fanfara in Un re in ascolto (1979–1982).
The composer welcomed a suggestion of his long-time assistant, Paul Roberts, for the
four miniatures to be turned into a cycle with the combined duration of some twelve
minutes but died before the idea could be turned into practice. It was Pierre Boulez who
determined the order of the four pieces (Fanfara, Entrata, Festum, Encore) and also
devised the title of 4 dédicaces. Boulez also conducted the world première in Chicago
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with three further performances in the city, programmed the work in New York and a
year later also in Lucerne. Subsequent performances by other conductors in Amsterdam,
Edinburgh, Warsaw and Berlin hold out the hope that the cycle will indeed become part
of the repertoire.
Luciano Berio has commented on Encore and Entrata:
“Encore, written in 1978 for the Rotterdam Philharmonic Orchestra, is a short “jeu
d’esprit”, a miniature of orchestral bravura particularly suited, as indicated by the title,
for the closing of a concert. It was later integrated into La vera storia where it became
the opening episode of the second part. The text by Italo Calvino, which had been
incorporated into the first part of the work, undergoes transformation und
“deconstruction” in the second part. Encore signals the beginning of the transformed
recurrence of the text. The piece is constructed on eight notes (C, C-sharp, E, F-sharp,
G, A, B-flat, and B), which are the generating nucleus of the greater part of La vera
storia.”
“Entrata, written in 1980 for the San Francisco Symphony, is intended as a brilliant
exhibition of orchestral sonorities. The term “entrata” indicates a short introductory
piece with a festive, ceremonial character. Entrata was later integrated into La vera
storia.”

SOLO (1999–2000)
for trombone and orchestra / 22'
5 1 5 1 - 4 4 3 1 - alto sax, t.sax, str(12 0 8 8 6)
World première: 07/12/1999 Zurich. Christian Lindberg, trb; Tonhalle-Orchester Zürich,
David Zinman
“SOLO for trombone and orchestra was written in 1999 for trombonist Christian
Lindberg. It’s not a concerto in the real sense of the word, even if the solo part is
extremely, almost absurdly difficult.
The orchestral element is partially generated from the trombone voice, but the
development and substance of the discourses differ enormously. The trombone and
orchestra occasionally share the same key note, but they do not communicate with each
other. SOLO is thus less of a concerto and more of an encounter between two
solitudes.” (Luciano Berio)
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Stanze (2003)
for baritone, 3 small male choirs and orchestra / 25'
4 3 5 3 - 4 4 3 1 - perc(3), glock, pno, alto sax(2), t.sax, str(12 12 12 8 8)
TTTBBB
World première: 22/01/2004 Paris. Dietrich Henschel, bar; Orchestre de Paris, Choeur de
L'Armée Française, Christoph Eschenbach
“… vi lascio, amici. Son giunto. Addio.” (“…I leave you, my friends. I have arrived.
Adieu”) – these words, after a text by Giorgio Caproni, end the second of Berio’s five
Stanze. The composer wanted the word “stanze” to be understood spatially (rather
than poetically), each room with its own material and musical identity. Therefore the five
sections merely bear the names of poets who wrote the words: Paul Celan, Giorgio
Caproni, Edoardo Sanguineti, Alfred Brendel, Dan Pagis.
Berio did not live to hear the premiere of this great work; he succumbed to a long,
grave illness in May 2003, shortly after completing the full score. Stanze was first
performed on 22 January 2004 with the Orchestre de Paris, which had commissioned
the work.
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Victoria Borisova-Ollas
(*1969)

Victoria Borisova-Ollas is a Russian-born composer living in Sweden. She was born 1969
and began her musical studies at early age. After graduating first from the Central
School of Music in Moscow and then from the famous Tchaikovsky Conservatoire, she
continued her composition studies in Sweden at Malmö and Stockholm Music Colleges
and in Great Britain at the Royal College of Music in London. She had her breakthrough
when in April 1998 her orchestral piece Wings of the Wind won second prize in the
Masterprize. Borisova-Ollas refuses to be pinned down to any unequivocal statement.
Her music, she says, is “just a healthy blend of everything”, her idiom being closest to
the cautious modernism of much of British music. Indeed, you cannot describe her idiom
as “avant-garde” by any means. She writes music with the avowed aim of
communicating images, sensations, perhaps even messages to her audience. Her
messages are often of a religious nature, her main source of inspiration being the Book
of Psalms. The titles she chooses for her compositions have frequently been drawn from
sacred texts and she says the moment she has settled upon one, images flock to her:
choosing a title is the first step, it determines the music she is about to write.

Angelus (2008)
for orchestra / 20'
3 3 3 3 - 4 3 3 1 - timp, perc(3), hp, pno, org/synth, str
World première: 08/06/2008 Munich. Munich Philharmonic Orchestra, Sylvain
Cambreling
The city where no birds are singing and no bells are ringing is a dead city. If measured
by the intensity of its daily bell-ringing Munich would undoubtedly prove to be the most
vivid city in modern Europe.
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Upon receiving a request from Munich Philharmonic Orchestra to write a composition
dedicated to the 850th anniversary of their home town, I decided to visit Munich for the
first time in my life. It was a weekend at the end of September 2006. On Sunday
morning, at the first tolling of the bells of the Peterskirche, I started a long walk around
the city, armed with a thick guide book and a MiniDisc recorder. The first bell ringing on
my disc was of course the one from Peterskirche. At noon the sounds of the wonderful
“Rathaus Glockenspiel” were also recorded. At 5.45 p.m. I was standing in front of the
Frauenkirche waiting with a great impatience for the ringing of the bells announcing the
Angelus service. Afterwards I joined the crowd attending the ‘Gottesdienst der
Nationen’, quite a remarkable evening service held in 5 different languages. By the end
of that memorable day the title and the structure of the future composition was clear to
me.
Angelus starts with a hint of a Celtic chant, as a very vague greeting from ancient times.
Out of the mists of the very remote past the first tolls of the church bell emerge. It is an
imitation of the early morning bell of the Peterskirche. Bells of the nearby churches join
in. They are accompanied by the sounds of singing birds (woodwinds). The persistent
energy of time rapidly and vigorously passing by is reflected in the next episode followed
by the one minute short stop at Marienplatz. The Glockenspiel of the Rathaus is playing
the 3 Höfelein melody by Friedrich Silcher. Afterwards we gradually slide into the
Angelus tolling of the Frauenkirche and into the evening church service itself. At the end
of the piece there is the last bell-ringing of the day to be heard from Peterskirche again.
As I was walking to my hotel along the streets of Munich on that Sunday evening the
following words were echoing in my mind: “However often we lose faith in Our Lord,
He never loses His faith in us”.
850 years ago the church bells sounded in the very heart of Munich for the first time,
struck by the hand of a lonely monk. It has never stopped ringing ever since. (Victoria
Borisova-Ollas)
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Friedrich Cerha
(*1926)

Born in Vienna in 1926, Friedrich Cerha studied at the Vienna Academy for Music (violin,
composition, music education) and the Vienna University (musicology, German
literature, philosophy). Together with Kurt Schwertsik he founded the ensemble ”die
reihe“ in 1958 as a permanent forum for new music in Vienna. From 1959 he taught at
the Vienna Hochschule für Musik. From 1960 he held regular conducting posts for
leading international institutions of new music. From 1962 he was working on finalising
the 3rd act of the opera Lulu by Alban Berg; world première in Paris in 1979. Numerous
prizes and awards, e.g. Österreichisches Ehrenkreuz für Wissenschaft und Kunst, Officier
des Arts et Lettres, Golden Lion of the Biennale di Venezia 2007 and the Ernst von
Siemens Music Prize 2012.

Nacht (2012–2013)
for orchestra / 20'
3 0 5 3 - 6 3 5 0 - perc(6), hp(2), pno, str
World première: 17/10/2014 Donaueschingen. SWR-SO Baden-Baden and Freiburg;
Emilio Pomàrico
“Language is a medium which, for some time now, is being used more than all other
idioms of every art genre to communicate, handled as if they were transposable as
desired, as if any such attempts at translation at all were a legitimate, acceptable
undertaking. Thus music, via literature, became an autonomous area of the art scene,
with its own criteria, experts, fashions and opinion-makers. What is spoken, written is
often trusted much more than one’s own experience. This is not restricted to music;
despite substantial societal changes, “lecture on heaven” is still being given precedence
over heaven astonishingly often since 1968 with regard to new music.
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Composers are expected to operate as men of literature. They are supposed to write
introductions to their works, author essays, give lectures. That means there are then
musical elements in the foreground which are well presentable using linguistic means,
or else – which is more often the case – ideologically and fashionably coloured aspects
which are not necessarily crucially germane to the work concerned. Therefore scepticism
could indeed be appropriate when considering what composers write; in reality, they are
considered an authority in an area in which they are in fact dilettantes.
I do not like it when people attempt to mystify art, when the ideological programmatic
goal, the material and the technique of working it become more important than the
work’s living organism. Every self-absorbed contemplation of one’s navel contains
distorted perspectives, every self-interpretation, self-categorisation or self-assessment is,
one way or another, wrong. I am someone who writes music, paints pictures and sculpts
in stone. That does not mean that my critical consciousness has been lost, and it does
not signify that there is no personal expressive desire, no strong need to express myself
behind my work; those who know my work are aware of that. Self-analysis is beneficial,
but interpretative attempts are better left to the recipients – and the commentators are
liable for their own judgements.
When I write about my work, it is rather to characterise a piece for listeners in a cautious
way. About this work in particular: I like to work at night, sometimes until daybreak.
During the night, I imagine that time belongs to me; during the day, I belong to time.
Now and again time passes slower at night – sometimes I can even make it stand still.
And while the sounds of the world often pass by unnoticed during the day, in the quiet
of the night attention is sharpened to the slightest sounds, sometimes far apart, and we
await the next one with keen ears – the wind in the trees, the rustling of leaves, a
branch cracking, a bird’s tired call or a faraway automobile.
And so voilà the grandness of the night sky. I love to observe the shooting stars in
August: short pinpoints of light moving incredibly quickly through the dark immobility.
My imagination raises such events to a higher power: myriad shooting stars falling in
dense pathways from the skies, forming rapidly moving curtains. And these “curtains”
articulate my piece; they appear again and again, they become ever slower, weightier,
coming less from “above” with less and less luminosity – and in between is what has
become sound for me in those nocturnal hours.” (Friedrich Cerha)
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Percussion Concerto (2007–2008)
for percussion and orchestra / 35'
3 2 3 3 - 6 4 4 2 - timp(2), perc(4), hp, cel, sop.sax, str(14 12 10 8 6)
World première: 04/10/2009 Salzburg. Martin Grubinger, perc; Mozarteum Orchester
Salzburg, Ivor Bolton
“Martin Grubinger was still a young man, although already a well-known percussionist,
when he attended a performance of my Chansons with H. K. Gruber and three
musicians from the “die reihe” ensemble. He very much liked my differentiated
treatment of the percussion; Gruber introduced us and Grubinger asked me if I would
write a concerto for him. It took a little time before my musical imagination took hold of
that, but then I composed the piece in one go in 2007/2008.
While I was writing it I had not yet heard Grubinger play, and I never tried to contact
him while I was working; I did not want to be influenced in any way – yet today I read
that I had written the piece as if tailor-made for him and – although he described it as
the most difficult thing he had ever played – he made it his own so brilliantly that the
description seemed to fit.
Each of the piece’s three movements has its own array of solo instruments, the
percussionist changing positions in every one until, at the end, he returns to his initial
one. (Contrary to custom, exact pitches are given for all the percussion instruments –
even the tom-toms, temple blocks, wood blocks and cowbells).
The first and third sections of the first movement and the end of the piece are marked
by eruptive blocks of sound, the drums dominating. The orchestral texture consists of
three layers of short pitches of sophisticated rhythmical organisation, based on a magic
square in which different sequences of figures total 34. Continuous motion is provided
by the soloist and a single horns and tuba line only. The overall effect is of an insistent,
drilling character.
The second movement is more lyrical, dominated by resonating instruments –
vibraphone, bells, gongs, crotales and bowls. Together, they create an impression of a
calm, sonic carpet. Polymetric organisation provides motion within that area; various
instruments repeat pitches separated equally but varying in length in the individual
voices, yielding differing simultaneous adjacent speeds. I was originally stimulated by
observing the slow movements of heavenly bodies and ways of catching up and
overtaking which play a part in many areas of life.
I am especially fond of one very calm passage where extremely short events in the
percussion break through very quiet string and wind chords. Experiences in the stillness
of the nocturnal forest – a snap of a twig, a rustling in the leaves, a tired, faint birdcall –
may well have played a role in my imagination.
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The third movement has a scherzo-like character, the high, clear sounds of the
xylophone, wood blocks and log drums dominating the motion in a frenzied tempo. The
classic sound of a solo instrument is often omitted in recent concert literature – but I
love the interaction of a solo instruments and its compatriots in the orchestra in my
instrumental concerti; in this movement, there even develops a distinct, transient
interchange between the solo xylophone and the xylophone player in the orchestra, this
“counter-soloist” imitating or continuing the soloist’s phrases.
The final section of the last movement returns – not verbatim, of course – to the
eruptive drum events of the first movement, before it closes by repeating the beginning
in mirrored form, i.e. cancrizans.” (Friedrich Cerha)

Like a Tragicomedy (2008-2009)
for large orchestra / 20'
3 2 3 3 - 4 4 4 1 - timp, perc(4), hp, alto sax(Eb), mand, str
World première:13/02/2010 Manchester. BBC Philharmonic Orchestra, HK Gruber
“The term “tragicomedy” in the title refers to the way in which all our conflicts, all our
contradictions, all the drama and meaning in our lives become almost comic when
observed from a distance. As Thomas Berhard put it, “when one thinks of death,
everything becomes absurd”. I was inspired to the use of the [German] word “Wie”
[“like/as”] in the title by the work of my friend, the painter Max Weiler, who often gives
his pictures titles beginning with "Wie ...", as for example in his work “Wie eine
Landschaft" [Like a Landscape]. It is an indication that the work is symbolic and not
programmatic.
In this piece, dramatic scenes alternate with melancholy quieter sections, in which
(although this is already interpretation) the measured repetition of tonal phrases points
us towards infinity. The finale opens out into what for us lowly mortals appears to be a
state of timelessness, in which further change is barely possible.” (Friedrich Cerha)
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David Fennessy
(*1976)

David Fennessy born in Maynooth/ Ireland, began his musical life as guitarist in a school
rock band but had no formal musical training until the age of fifteen when he decided
to study classical guitar. He became interested in composition whilst studying for his
undergraduate degree at the Dublin College of Music. In 1998 Fennessy moved to
Glasgow to study for his Master’s Degree at the Royal Scottish Academy of Music and
Drama with James MacMillan. He was later invited to join the composition faculty and
has held a teaching post there since 2005. His music has been chosen to represent
Ireland at the International Rostrum of Composers. In 2006/2007 Ensemble Modern
awarded Fennessy a scholarship to study at their prestigious International Academy in
Frankfurt. In 2010/2011 he was a Fellow of the Akademie Schloss Solitude in Stuttgart.
Fennessy’s music has been performed nationally and internationally by many groups
including the Royal Scottish National Orchestra, BBC Scottish Symphony Orchestra, BBC
Symphony Orchestra, Ensemble Modern, Hebrides Ensemble, London Sinfonietta, RTE
National Symphony Orchestra of Ireland and the RTE Concert Orchestra.

This is how it feels (Another Bolero) (2007, 2009)
for orchestra / 18'
2 2 2 2 - 2 2 2 0 - timp, perc(2), vln.I, vln.II, vla, vc, cb(2)
World première: 17/02/2008 Dublin. RTÉ Concert Orchestra, David Brophy
“I had a strange image in mind as I started work on this piece. It was of a microscopic
orchestra all seated in the swirl of a fingerprint. I was thinking about the point of
contact between a bowed open string and a violinist’s finger and an entire orchestral
sound was seeping out from beneath it.
I wanted to show how it felt to make a sound – something tactile and sensual.
Physical durations – the length of a full up bow or down bow, an inhalation or
exhalation, tracing a finger across a drum skin – would determine the lengths of
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phrases. All the tiny details in the overall sound would come from the simplest of
sources – stopping a note on a string.
For this reason the violins, violas and cellos have some strings detuned, allowing them to
play only open strings and natural harmonics in the beginning.
In a way, the shape of the whole piece is actually the detailed plotting of a journey from
the simplicity of a touched harmonic to the seductive, sophisticated tone of a ‘stopped’
note.” (David Fennessy)
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Georg Friedrich Haas
(*1953)

Georg Friedrich Haas was born in 1953 in Graz, a city in the southeast of Austria. His
childhood was spent in the mountainous province of Vorarlberg, on the Swiss border.
To study music, Haas returned to his native city where his professors were Gösta
Neuwirth and Ivan Eröd. Later, he continued his studies in Vienna with Friedrich Cerha.
Georg Friedrich Haas is known and respected internationally as a highly sensitive and
imaginative researcher into the inner world of sound. Most of his works (with the
notable exception of the Violin Concerto, 1998) make use of microtonality
A daringly innovative composer of rich imaginative power, a homo politicus aware of his
responsibilities as a citizen, Georg Friedrich Haas is one of the leading artists in Europe
today. Among the prizes he has won are the SWR Symphony Orchestra Composition
Prize 2010, the Music Award of the City of Vienna 2012 and the Music Award Salzburg
2013. In the same year Haas became Professor of Music at Columbia University in New
York

dark dreams (2013)
for orchestra / 23'
3 3 3 4 - 4 3 3 1 - timp, perc(2), hp(2) - strings (16 14 12 10 8)
World première: 20/02/2014 Berlin. Berlin Philharmonic; Simon Rattle
Georg Friedrich Haas on the work
Was there a concrete trigger for dark dreams?
“Indirectly yes, because I continue where Tetraedrite left off. A section of dark dreams
was also influenced by a composition class. A student, Nina Young, wrote a piece for six
percussionists, which impressed me a lot. There was one point when the instruments
play the same notes very quickly: one plays Dadidadidadi and the other Didadidadida. I
said, that’s an exciting thought – you could do a lot more with that than you’ve done in
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your work. I sat down at the piano and started to improvise. Then I apologized – I
noticed that I was beginning to compose myself. Later I thought a bit more about it.
And now there’s a long section [in dark dreams] just like what the student composed for
the percussion instruments – it consists only of F sharp and A sharp (= B flat) but in a
much more varied way and extended to the whole orchestra. That’s the second time in
my life that I have consciously adopted something from a student. Incidentally, the first
time it happened, it was from a piece that wasn’t very good.”
When you are writing a piece for the Berlin Philharmonic, are you then challenging the
particular virtuosity of the players? Is this something, which you have in mind, while you
are writing? Or does it not really matter who later performs the piece?
“The high level of the orchestra and conductor and his high opinion of in vain – these
were things that paralyzed rather than motivated me. But here’s a simple example: the
orchestra’s bass bassoonist is quite fantastic and there’s a solo for bass bassoon at the
end. I know how great the brass section is and that’s why I gave it very special tasks.
The strings are always so secure in their intonation and that’s why I use that. But it’s not
something that’s been planned beforehand. The bass bassoon solo wasn’t envisaged at
all – it became clear at the end that it had to go in this direction. Here was this
wonderful player and thus the possibility for this solo.”
Do you have high hopes for dark dreams?
“That one surrenders oneself to the pull of the sounds and emotions and that the music
communicates directly with the listener without having to explain very much. Much is
always said about micro-tonality. But I don’t think it is necessary, for example, that the
audience identifies the extended section before the bassoon melody as series of
overtone chords. It’s enough simply to enjoy the wonderful sound of the wind
instruments.” (excerpts from an interview by Karsten Witt)

in vain (2000)
for 24 instruments / 70'
2 1 2 1 - 2 0 2 0 - perc(2), hp, acc, pno, sax, vln(3), vla(2), vc(2), cb
World première: 29/10/2000 Cologne. Klangforum Wien, Sylvain Cambreling
in vain is a sonic poem, a sonic fantasia. Scored for 24 instruments (including harp,
accordion, piano, saxophone and two percussionists), the music’s singularity is a
captivating experience for audiences. Haas is correct in rejecting the categorisation of
“microtonal composer”; his music is determined by his extraordinarily sensitive ear,
which calls for using pitches in his music which lie between conventional notes. in vain is
music of our time; it is avant-garde in the original sense of the term – yet, as often with
Haas, musical tradition still flickers through here, too.
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“Please listen to it, please come and hear it live if you can, otherwise listen to it,
experience it, it is really not quite like anything else. It requires patience and it requires
trust, but it is a staggering experience and one of the first great masterpieces of the 21st
century.” (Simon Rattle)

limited approximations (2010)
Concerto
for 6 micro-tonally tuned pianos and orchestra / 30'
4 1 4 1 - 6 1 4 0 - pno(6), vln.I(10), vln.II(10), vla(6), vc(6), cb(8)
World première: 17/10/2010 Donaueschingen. Pi-hsien Chen, Christoph Grund, Florian
Hoelscher, Akiko Okabe, Sven Thomas Kiebler, Julia Vogelsänger, pno; SWR-SO BadenBaden and Freiburg, Sylvain Cambreling
“limited approximations does not tell a story. As with all my compositions, there is also
no formal development or traditional formal structure. Contrasting elements alternate
with one another – moments of smoothness and friction. “Pseudo-glissandi” in the
pianos arrive unexpectedly at overtone chords. Apparently stable constellations of
intervals begin to falter as the twelfth-tones merge.
The spectral, telescoping chords of the pianos are taken up by the orchestra, over and
over again. In my early works I had to limit myself to a few basic tones, out of respect
for what was practically realizable: in vain makes do with only the 12 tones of the
traditionally tuned scale. Natures mortes uses only six different overtone chords, of
which four are based on tones found in the traditionally tuned system. In limited
approximations, thanks to the pianos, the whole world of sound is open to me. A
microtonal countermovement is composed into the final third of the piece: from the
fifth C‘-G‘ to the neutral second between the E sharp raised by a twelfth-tone and the F
lowered by a sixth-tone. Thus 10 different intervals arise, each of which becomes the
centre of an overtone chord. This section lasts more than 100 bars. Or: an overtone
chord, starting fortissimo, rings out, is picked up in the orchestra, swells again to a
crescendo, which masks the start of a new overtone chord in the pianos, only the
reverberation can be heard, it rings out, is taken up by the orchestra, swells … etc.
As central as the work with overtone chords is for limited approximations, at first it is
built out of processes of diffusion, clouding, friction. As the piece progresses, the music
returns to this initial situation, as if by accident – reminiscences, relapses, contrasts.
At the end, a quotation from Ivan Vishnegradsky’s harmonies (against the relics of an
overtone chord in the strings) – not with the clarity of his composition “arc-en-ciel”
(I was able to première this work for 6 pianos tuned in twelfth-tone intervals in 1988)
but in the clouding over of twelfth-tone chords gliding gently towards the heavens.
Even this approximation is only a limited one.” (Georg Friedrich Haas)
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7 Klangräume (2005)
accompanying the unfinished fragments of Mozart’s Requiem
for large mixed choir, orchestra and organ / 28’
0 0 0 2 - 0 2 3 0 - perc, org, basset hn(2), str(6 5 4 3 3)
SATB
World première: 04/12/2005 Salzburg. Mozarteum Orchester Salzburg, Salzburger
Bachchor, Ivor Bolton
At the end of April 1791, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart applied for the position of second
Kapellmeister at St. Stephen’s Cathedral in Vienna, hoping to inherit the position from
Leopold Hofmann, the incumbent Kapellmeister. The City Council of Vienna accepted
Mozart’s petition in a letter dated 9 May, 1791. Georg Friedrich Haas used this strongly
worded decree as a basis for the text in the vocal passages of his 7 Klangräume
accompanying the unfinished fragments of Mozart’s Requiem KV 626.
All of the parts of the Requiem composed by Mozart himself – in other words, the
individual movements of the main parts Introitus/Kyrie, Sequentia and Offertorium –
exist in a complete four-part vocal score with organ bass (with the exception of
Lacrimosa, which breaks off after eight bars); of these, only the first movement is fully
orchestrated. However, the four-part vocal arrangement already contains virtually all of
the key musical aspects: theme, harmony, melody, dynamics and modulation. According
to Haas, “Mozart sketched out the main musical voices for the whole piece, producing
almost a skeleton of the work” – in other words, fragments of sound. This was the
approach used by Haas for his Klangräume (sound spaces): “In between these
fragments of sound, I was able to add a different sound world – one in the style of the
early 21st century.”
Haas regarded the Requiem fragment, which Mozart left behind, as “sacrosanct”. The
only aspect that Haas adopted from Mozart – for the most part – was his orchestration:
mixed choir, mostly with four voices as Mozart intended, but also extended to include as
many as 16 voices for the spoken passages; basset horns, bassoons, 2 trumpets, 3
trombones, timpani, strings (with frequent solos); organ; percussion to expand on
Mozart’s instrumentation (crotales, whip, guiro, tam-tam and ratchet); but no vocal
soloists. Haas does not use any musical material written by Mozart. He only uses the key
signature of D minor on which he builds a series of harmonics for his composition.
(Rainer Lepuschitz)
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Cristóbal Halffter
(*1930)

The Spanish composer was born in Madrid in 1930. In 1955, he was appointed
conductor of the Manuel de Falla orchestra. He forged a successful career as composer
and conductor, writing music which combined a traditional Spanish element with avantgarde techniques. His Piano Concerto won the National Music Prize in 1953. In 1961 he
became Professor of Composition at the Royal Conservatory of Madrid, where he
became Director in 1964. He was awarded Spain's highest award for composition, the
Premio Nacional de Música in 1989. Cristóbal Halffter is regarded as the most important
Spanish composer of the generation of composers designated the Generación del 51.

In tempore belli (2012)
interlude from the opera Schachnovelle / 8’
for orchestra
3333-4331
World première:13/01/2013 Kiel. Philharmonic Orchestera Kiel, Georg Fritzsch
Cristóbal Halffter’s opera Schachnovelle, which is based on Stefan Zweig’s novel,
extensively explores the dire psychological consequences for those who face torture and
isolation. In the interlude In tempore belli Halffter allows an insight into the sound world
in which the work is set. Above all, Halffter addresses the question as to whether a war
is really over when one side surrenders, or rather whether its fatal ravages can ever fade.
Together with his librettist Wolfgang Haendeler, Halffter has succeeded in bringing
Stefan Zweig's novel to life on stage in a faithful, gripping adaptation. Two FAZ critics
described Schachnovelle as "the premiere of the year". The Neue Musikzeitung wrote:
"The style of the Madrid composer has essentially remained true to itself over these six
decades, with some additional development in terms of detail: it is 'old-school'
modernism. The speed of flow, intonations and fine colors of the composition, which
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adheres first and foremost to its own laws and rules, corresponds freely to the space
and timing allowed by the text, and in particular to its psychological constellations. The
clearest audible influence is the operas of Alban Berg."

Concierto (2014)
for viola and orchestra / 25'
3 3 4 3 - 4 3 3 1 - perc(4), hp, str(14 12 10 8 6)
world première: 07/02/2016 Kiel. Nils Mönkemeyer, vla; Philharmonisches Orchester
Kiel; Daniel Carlberg
There are three places in my opera Schachnovelle (first performed in Kiel in May 2013)
where a viola solo comments of the feeling of loneliness borne by Dr. Berger, the main
character. After the performances Prof. Georg Fritzsch, the orchestra’s chief conductor,
commissioned a work from me, to be premiered during the orchestra’s 2015-2016
season.
I had had the idea for a viola concerto for a long time; the preliminary work on the
opera helped me to start it.
Completed in September 2014, the Concerto for Viola and Orchestra has two
movements which, however, must be played without interruption. Here, the viola does
not accompany a figure in an exceptional situation by creating the appropriate
atmosphere; instead, it becomes the concerto’s sole protagonist. In my score for this
noble instrument I exhausted all the technical possibilities available to me thanks to the
virtuosity of interpretation today, but without neglecting the viola’s characteristic
expressive power which has always been its hallmark.
The concerto begins with a solo cadenza revealing some of the elements which are then
elaborated in both the first and second parts. As a connection or liaison between those
parts, I created a kind of “sonic bridge” to evoke the impression of changing from one
world to another and, at the same time, to retain the spirit of the transition.
The first part ends with a viola-bass clarinet duet; the finale of the piece is also a duet,
but this time the cor anglais partners the viola. (Cristóbal Halffter)
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Georges Lentz
(*1965)

Born in Luxembourg in 1965, Georges Lentz studied music at the Paris Conservatoire
and at the Hannover Musikhochschule. His music is concerned with astronomy, a love of
the Australian landscape and Aboriginal art, and reflects the composer's spiritual and
existential beliefs, questions and doubts. He has been living in Australia since 1990.
Through high profile international performances and CD releases, Georges Lentz has
established himself in recent years as one of Australia's leading composers – this despite
the fact that he is far from being a prolific writer. Georges Lentz won the 1997 Paul
Lowin Prize for orchestral composition, the most prestigious composition prize in
Australia. His orchestral work Guyuhmgan was the top recommended work at the
UNESCO's 2002 International Rostrum of Composers in Paris. His music has been
performed by distinguished ensembles and orchestras around the world.

Monh (2001-2005)
from 'Mysterium' ("Caeli enarrant..." 7) / 25'
for viola, orchestra and electronics
3 0 3 3 - 4 3 3 0 - perc(3), pno, str(11 11 8 8 6), electronics
World première: 07/07/2005 Luxembourg. Tabea Zimmermann, vla; Orchestre
Philharmonique du Luxembourg, Steven Sloane
“In 1994, I read a book about the Pythagorean concept of the Music of the Spheres music which, according to the great Greek thinker, is produced by the rotation of the
heavenly spheres and is audible to God, but inaudible to human ears. This book made
me want to write music that would be as ‘pure’ as possible. I called this initially rather
abstract project ‘Mysterium’. With this concept in mind, I have written, over the last few
years, a series of orchestral and chamber music works which I wanted to have a very
serene sound and in which I consciously avoided any kind of romantic pathos. In the
light of this, my new work for viola and orchestra, Monh, presented itself as a challenge:
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I couldn’t imagine at first how I could possibly reconcile this rather objective way of
composing with the romantic concept of the subjective, virtuoso solo concerto. It was
only after I stopped considering the soloist as a hero, but rather as a fragile individual
within a huge entity that I felt free once more to continue writing my own music within
a new context.
Monh is not a solo concerto in the conventional sense. Rather, the solo viola acts as a
guide through the work – it connects, completes, questions, comments, tries to make
sense of the vastness that surrounds it. Dynamically speaking, much of Monh is rather
soft. In one spot, however, about two thirds into the piece, the music grows into a brief
but enormous fortissimo which completely covers a ‘ghost-like’ trio of violas, which is
visible, but totally inaudible at first. Computer-manipulated harp sounds are heard
towards the beginning as well as at the end of the piece. Perhaps because of my
familiarity in early childhood with Mozart’s Concerto for Flute and Harp, the sound of
the harp has always had a ‘celestial’ quality for me (the cliché of the ‘angelic harp’
comes to mind…). My discovery of a painting by El Greco entitled ‘Angel Concert’
(complete with harp-playing angel) at first only seemed to confirm this cliché. However,
that same painting also showed me the way to a somewhat different interpretation.
Dark, threatening clouds hang over El Greco’s apocalyptic angel concert and cancel out
any thoughts of paradise. Similarly, my ‘angel harp’ – with its dark, dense chords and
microtonal inflections, impossible to play on a normal harp – gives the instrument a
shadowy, almost demonic quality, begging the question: is an untroubled ‘Music of the
Heavens’ still possible in this day and age?
The title Monh (a word meaning ‘stars’ in one of the Australian Aboriginal languages)
points to another influence on my music: the isolation of the vast Australian landscape
with its radiant night skies, as well as Aboriginal art and its well-known ‘dot’ technique.
There seemed to me to be a clear analogy between a dot painting and the starry night
sky as experienced in the silence of the Outback. Ultimately, my music is concerned with
the problem of how to bear this silence, with the problem of our existential loneliness.”
(Georges Lentz)

Guyuhmgan (2000, 2009)
from 'Mysterium' ("Caeli enarrant..." 7) / 20'
for orchestra and electronics
3 2 0 0 - 4 3 3 0 - electronics, timp, perc(3), pno, vln.I(6), vln.II(6), vc(5), cb(4)
World première: 02/07/2009 Luxembourg. Orchestre Philharmonique du Luxembourg,
Emmanuel Krivine
“Guyuhmgan, for orchestra, is part of a large ongoing project called Mysterium (“Caeli
enarrant…” VII). “Caeli enarrant…” is a cycle of works begun in 1989 and reflecting my
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fascination with astronomy as well as some personal spiritual convictions. Mysterium,
the last part of this cycle, is an ever-evolving conceptual work in an open form.
Influences behind the composition of Guyuhmgan include:
1) My discovery of the works of Australian Aboriginal painter Kathleen Petyarre: her
huge canvasses filled with innumerable tiny dots, which look a bit like a night sky, have
made a great impression on me. The beginning of Guyuhmgan is a direct reflection of
this.
2) The great book “Pensées” [“Thoughts” by the 17th century philosophermathematician Blaise Pascal. Pascal’s thoughts on the smallness of man in the scheme of
things are every bit as humbling and as relevant today as they were 300 years ago (“The
eternal silence of infinite space terrifies me.”)]
The title Guyuhmgan (an Aboriginal word meaning “stars”) reflects my love of the vast
empty space of the Australian landscape with its radiantly beautiful night skies. While
any number of interpretations are of course allowed, one possible way to listen to the
piece is to imagine a starlit sky with all its constellations and concentrations, its darkness
and light, the vastness of its silence.” (Georges Lentz)
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Arvo Pärt
(*1935)

Arvo Pärt was born in Estonia. As one of the most radical representatives of the socalled “Soviet Avant-garde”, Pärt’s work passed through a profound evolutionary
process. His first creative period began with neo-classical piano music. Then followed
ten years in which he made his own individual use of the most important compositional
techniques of the avant-garde. The search for his own voice drove him into a
withdrawal from creative work lasting nearly eight years, during which he engaged with
the study of Gregorian Chant, the Notre Dame school and classical vocal polyphony. In
1976 music emerged from this silence – the little piano piece Für Alina. It is obvious that
with this work Pärt had discovered his own path. The new compositional principle used
here for the first time, which he called tintinnabuli (Latin for “little bells”), has defined
his work right up to today.

Adam's Lament (2009)
for mixed choir and string orchestra / 24'
World première: 07/06/2010 Istanbul. Estonian Philharmonic Chamber Choir, Borusan
Philharmonic Orchestra, Tõnu Kaljuste
To mark Arvo Pärt’s Lifetime Achievement Award from the International Istanbul Music
Festival, a new work was premiered at a concert featuring highlights from the
composer’s career: Adam’s Lament for choir and string orchestra. The piece was cocommissioned by the European Capitals of Culture for 2010 and 2011, Istanbul and
Tallinn respectively.
Arvo Pärt has been fascinated by the life and work of St Silouan of Athos (1866–1938)
for many years. As early as 1991, the writings of Silouan inspired Pärt to his composition
Silouan’s Song, ‘My soul yearns after the Lord ...’ for string orchestra. Pärt’s work
Adam’s Lament is once again based on a text by Silouan, in which the monk laments
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Adam’s pain over the loss of paradise. Silouan’s sketches and writings are of great
poetic power, and represent some of the most significant works in Russian poetry. The
content and structure of the texts, which are sung in Russian, dictate the course of the
music down to the smallest detail. Punctuation, syllable counts and word emphases all
play decisive roles in the composition.
“For me, the name Adam is a collective term not merely for the whole of humanity, but
for each individual, regardless of time, era, social class or religious affiliation. And this
collective Adam has suffered and lamented on this earth for millennia. Our ancestor
Adam foresaw the human tragedy that was to come and experienced it as his own
guilty responsibility, the result of his sinful act. He suffered all the cataclysms of
humanity into the depths of desperation, inconsolable in his agony.”(Arvo Pärt)

Greater Antiphons (1988, 2015)
for string orchestra / 15'
violin I; violin II; viola; violoncello; double bass
world première: 28/05/2016 Los Angeles. Los Angeles Philharmonic; Gustavo Dudamel
Pärt’s first collaboration with the Los Angeles Philharmonic resulted from the premiere
performance of his Fourth Symphony, subtitled “Los Angeles,” in 2009. Written for
string orchestra, harp, timpani and percussion, the symphony is often played around the
world and is available from ECM on CD.
“When the orchestra again invited me to compose a piece, I recalled the orchestra’s
particular string sound, its wealth of colour and its enormous dynamic breadth and the
idea spontaneously came to arrange a purely a cappella work from 1988, my Seven
Magnificat Antiphons, for string orchestra.” (Arvo Pärt)
These Antiphons are also known in English as “Greater Antiphons”. The work’s seven
sections correspond to the seven verses, each of which begins with an invocation.
Arvo Pärt rearranged the vocal score and created a purely instrumental version; thus the
work appears sonically in a completely new light, while its context rises to another
artistic level.

In principio (2003)
for mixed choir and orchestra / 20'
3 2 2 3 - 4 3 4 1 - timp, perc(3), str
SATB
World première: 22/05/2003 Graz. chor pro musica graz, Cappella Istropolitana, Michael
Fendre
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In principio takes its words from the Gospel of John 1:1-14 and puts them into a fivemovement form. This work, as in all of Pärt’s music, is governed by a strict formal
design, with the clarity of the musical structure corresponding to that of the Latin text.
The first movement (vv. 1-5) and the fifth (v. 14) are limited to two opposing formal
elements: a static, syllabically articulated A-minor chord, and its timbral and tonal
opposite, a fanfare-like figure that expands with each new section, growing in loudness
and returning to its beginning after traversing all twelve keys.
The second movement (vv. 6-8), devoted to John the Baptist, is conceived as a
powerfully moving single-voice monody. The central third movement (vv. 9-11) is not
only the longest but the one whose message Pärt specially emphasised by repeating the
words three times – something he had never done before in his vocal music. He
evidently did so to send a signal directly to each and every one of us. The fourth
movement (vv. 12-13) seems to begin ex nihilo, growing slowly but with an ineluctable
pulse in a mighty procession. The fifth movement (v. 14) constitutes, in combination
with the first, the formal and expressive frame of the composition, albeit in mirror
reflection.
If the chorus in the first movement statically pulsates while the orchestra proceeds
dynamically through the circle of keys, these roles are reversed in the fifth movement.
Thus, the expanding thrust given to the orchestra in the opening movement is now
focused entirely on the text of the chorus. (Wolfgang Sander / translation: J. Bradford
Robinson / ECM New Series)

Lamentate (2002)
Homage to Anish Kapoor and his sculpture ‘Marsyas’ / 37'
for piano and orchestra
3 2 2 2 - 4 2 2 0 - timp, perc(4), str
World première: 07/02/2003 London. Hélène Grimaud, pn; London Sinfonietta,
Alexander Briger
“Lamentate is music for piano solo and orchestra. With respect to its form, however, the
composition cannot really be described as a typical piano concerto. I chose the piano to
be the solo instrument because it fixes our attention on something that is "one". This
"one" could be a person, or perhaps a first-person narrative. Just as the sculpture leaves
the viewer with a light and floating impression in spite of its overwhelming size, the
piano, as a large instrument, allowed me to create a sphere of intimacy and warmth
that no longer seems anonymous or abstract.
Overall, it could be said that my work is marked by two diametrically opposed moods.
By way of slight exaggeration, I would characterize these two poles as being "brutal–
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overwhelming" and "intimate–fragile". The two characters are not simply placed
opposite one another, much rather being left to develop themselves in a conflict that
runs throughout the entire work.” (Arvo Pärt)

Symphony No. 4 ‘Los Angeles’ (2008)
for string orchestra, harp, timpani and percussion / 34'
World première: 10/01/2009 Los Angeles. Los Angeles Philharmonic; Esa-Pekka Salonen
Chad Smith, Artistic Director of the Los Angeles Philharmonic, has long nurtured the
desire to commission a new work by Arvo Pärt. When the Los Angeles Philharmonic
submitted this idea to Arvo Pärt in February 2007, the suggestion came at precisely the
right moment. Pärt was working at that time with an ancient canon in Church Slavonic
containing a prayer to a guardian angel – the connection to ‘Los Angeles’ was
irresistible. Pärt was further inspired to take the commission by the idea of seeing this
work performed by the Los Angeles Philharmonic, one of the best orchestras in the
world, under its music director Esa-Pekka Salonen, and in the Walt Disney Concert Hall,
one of the most exciting concert buildings of our time.
It may come as a surprise that it has taken so long (37 years) for Pärt to produce his
fourth symphony. Symphony No. 3 emerged in 1971, in a time of transition before Pärt
had fully developed the Tintinnabuli style which he still employs today. Since developing
this style, Pärt has not written any orchestral works which could be called “symphonic”
in scope or structure. With Symphony No. 4, which he calls ‘Los Angeles’, he creates a
reference to this essential phase in his compositional life. Symphony No. 4 incorporates
Pärt’s “These Words…” for string orchestra, which was premiered in May 2008 in
Copenhagen. As was previously seen in some of Pärt’s early instrumental works, all
parameters of the text (number of syllables, inflection, punctuation etc) play a decisive
role in the structure of the composition.
Arvo Pärt has dedicated Symphony No. 4 ‘Los Angeles’ to Mikhail Khodorkovsky:
“It would seem to me that the person of Mikhail Khodorkovsky (*1963) needs no
introduction. His name, and the story connected with it, have received widespread
attention in the West. With my composition, I would like to reach out, extending a hand
to the prisoner and in his person to all those imprisoned without rights in Russia.
I dedicate my 4th Symphony to Mikhail Khodorkovsky, wishing him peace of soul
notwithstanding the circumstances in which he finds himself; anything more is beyond
my power. I do not know whether he will ever be able to hear the composition.
Nevertheless, I hope that my carrier pigeon does reach faraway Siberia one day.” (Arvo
Pärt)
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Wolfgang Rihm
(*1952)

Born in Karlsruhe in 1952, Wolfgang Rihm is probably the foremost German composer
living today. His oeuvre comprises over 400 works to date, covering every genre from
solo pieces through ensemble and orchestral music to ballet and opera. He is also a
highly respected professor of composition and his writings have appeared in several
volumes. Many of Rihm’s compositions are part of the repertoire, and are programmed
by ensembles and orchestras as a matter of course. Numerous prizes have been
awarded to him, including the Ernst von Siemens Prize, the Golden Lion for lifetime
achievement of the Biennale di Venezia.

Piano Concerto No. 2 (2014)
for piano and orchestra / 25'
2 1 3 2 - 2 1 1 0 - perc(2), hp, str
World première: 25/08/2014 Salzburg. Tzimon Barto, pno; Gustav Mahler
Jugendorchester, Christoph Eschenbach
Wolfgang Rihm on his Piano Concerto No. 2
Mr. Rihm, what is it about the piano concerto genre that attracts you? How do you
handle the traditional form?
If we take a closer look at the “traditional” piano concertos, we find that each has its
own form. And that is precisely what attracts me – to create something taking its own
shape while remaining within a formal continuity.
What are the design and character of the piece?
As we’ve said; it has its own design and its own character. Yet one could say, perhaps,
that it belongs among the more intimate ones – less boxing match, more chamber
music.
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Can you describe the concerto’s compositional style and musical makeup?
No; I am not a musicologist. But listening to the piece (which, of course, I have not yet
been able to do except in my imagination), the vocal character of many of its parts will
surely be apparent – the aforementioned chamber-musical aspect – finely drawn rather
than with a house-painter’s brush. Of course, that does not preclude the lines from
occasionally galloping about and whooshing and swirling and leaping away – but the
virtuosic aspect remains integrated in the song of the totality so that it does not form a
foreground. That naturally makes such a piece much more difficult to play than usual
virtuoso fodder; the free play of the lines remains unpredictable, “virtual” … the false
floor as a resonance box.
The work is dedicated to Tzimon Barto; did that inspire or influence you when you were
composing it?
An extraordinary artist, most highly creative in his own way. He has the most exquisite
pianissimo imaginable – and that certainly had its influence on some parts of my new
work – and I know that the many changes of shape and character of inflection are in
the best of hands with Barto’s pianistic intelligence.
Did you and the interpreter exchange thoughts, ideas, etc. during the composing
process?
No; When I am composing I am not “exchangeable.”
Do you have a little tip or guide to listening for audiences hearing the work for the first
time in concert?
Imagine that Mozart wrote it – or that Rihm did. But best of all, just listen attentively.
(interview with Bjǿrn Woll)

Lichtes Spiel (2009)
Ein Sommerstück / 18'
for violin and small orchestra
2 2 0 0 - 2 0 0 0, str
World première: 18/11/2010 New York. Anne-Sophie Mutter, vln; New York
Philharmonic, Michael Francis
The title of Lichtes Spiel might be translated as “Light Game“ or “Light Play“, and may
be taken as a pun on the German expression “leichtes Spiel“, meaning “an easy job“;
or what we might call “Child’s Play“. Rihm has said that he intended it as “a
transparent orchestral movement… something light, but not ‘lightweight’”. The result,
which uses instrumental forces of Mozartian proportions, is a detailed, finely wrought
score in which the composer provides fine-tuned indications of how practically every
note is to be articulated.
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Instructions for tempo and mood are similarly precise. For example, the notation
governing the opening section: Un poco sostenuto, non troppo lento, poco à poco più
scorrendo (“A bit sustained, not too slow, bit by bit more scurrying”). It’s the sort of
directive one sometimes finds in Beethoven, particularly in his late works.
A fair amount of variety is incorporated into this work as well, and extends to its
dynamics, which occasionally reach a point of relative loudness – most notably in a
passage marked Allegro, un poco pesante (“Fast, rather heavy”) about three-quarters of
the way through. Nonetheless, high volume is a rarity in this piece, which is
overwhelmingly skewed toward the quiet end of the sonic spectrum. In fact, the
overriding dynamic indication would appear to be pianissimo: the work begins and ends
at this very quiet level, and it returns throughout as a sort of reference point from which
the music may depart but to which it always returns.

Verwandlung 1–6
Verwandlung (2002)
Musik für Orchester / 15'
2 1 2 1 - 4 1 2 0 - timp, perc(3), hp, pno, str(14 12 10 8 6)
World première: 14/09/2002 Frankfurt am Main. NDR SO, Christoph Eschenbach
This fifteen-minute piece could be the slow movement of a lost late-Romantic
symphony. Or, more likely, it could be a dream of such music, a reach towards memory,
in which echoes from Bruckner, Mahler, Berg, Richard Strauss and others are reheard in
an atmosphere of exquisite difficulty and regret. The gestures we seem to recognize:
melodies of search and dissatisfaction, that keep restarting, or sombre horn chords, or a
solo violin bent on the heights, or freshness bubbling in on flutes and clarinets. These
and other events are drawn into a narrative we are likely to find compelling. But the
underlying logic is missing. The experience is a bit like that of watching a passionate film
scene with the sound turned down. Things of great moment and expressive power are
happening; we can sense that, and feel it. At the same time there is a mystery in how
things go, will go.
Rihm wrote the work in 2002 as a seventy-fifth birthday tribute to a fellow German
composer, Wilhelm Killmayer. For the same occasion he wrote a plaudit in words,
suggesting that his feelings for Killmayer have to do with qualities he would surely wish
us to find in his own music, and not least in this piece: “Killmayer's music looks
nowhere for protection, least of all by hiding behind technique... Everything is open,
transparent – if you will, ‘defenceless’. But of such great strength in itself.”
Strength in this piece is achieved with a relatively modest orchestra, more on a
Beethoven than a Strauss-Mahler scale. Moreover, there are no tuttis; rather, the
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ensemble is constantly changing, with only the horns and the strings as more or less
permanent players. The resulting fluidity of colour may be one connotation of the title,
which means ‘transformation’. Certainly, though, there are others. The magical opening
has a single note – the G just over the treble staff – repeated by different instruments
and groupings, constantly transformed. Right after this, the strangely and affectingly
hesitant passage begun by strings is based on a melody that starts out from a rising
fifth. One might have the impression of an old-style passacaglia, where a short melody is
repeated over and over again beneath variations. Here, though, the melody is itself
subject to variation, and eventually it dissolves – though it will make a return shortly
before the end. Yet another transformative aspect of the piece has already been
described: the misted mirror it offers to the musical world of around a century ago.
There is more than this. The mirror is not only misted but cracked. The music shocks. As
the piece winds its elusive way, the power of imagination – to define, to redefine, to
retrieve and indeed to transform – is assaulted by a different kind of power. Yet this is
not the end. The movement goes on. (Paul Griffiths)

Verwandlung 2 (2005)
Musik für Orchester / 20'
2 2 2 2 - 4 2 3 1 - timp, perc, hp, str
World première: 02/09/2005 Leipzig. Gewandhausorchester, Riccardo Chailly
According to Wolfgang Rihm’s remarks about Verwandlung 2, the title Verwandlung
(‘Metamorphosis’) refers to a musical process whose basic unity is subjected to constant
change.
The basis of the piece is thus the idea of permanent transformation. It begins
pianissimo: of the whole large orchestra (two each of flutes, oboes, clarinets and
bassoons, four horns, two trumpets, three trombones, bass tuba, timpani and
percussion (one player each), harp and strings), only the first violins and two solo cellos
are heard at the beginning. The two-bar motif which they expose is a kind of germinal
cell, from which the generation of the whole work ensues. While this germination
proceeds in the form of a continual weaving in and out of short phrases, this initial
motif remains omnipresent in manifold variants – at times scarcely still recognisable
except as distinct memory, then once again emerging clearly. Gradually more wind and
string instruments are added, plus harp, but the instrumentation remains transparent
and the impression of delicacy is maintained. The brass remain silent until the voice of a
muted trumpet introduces a new colour into the sound world, whereupon in a further
phrase (Meno mosso, fließend) the two trumpets are joined by the horns.
The ongoing development glides imperceptibly into the next session (Andante), and now
for the first time all the instruments are used. Here the strings fan out into divided parts,
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the scene becomes more animated (Subito un poco più mosso, inquieto). A section
bearing the heading ‘Con moto’, with tremolo woodwinds, awakens memories of the
opening, but even as one is listening to these the development proceeds apace, leading
to a passage in which the percussion come to the fore. Over and over again
recognisable ideas resurface in new guises, at once familiar and alien: an immense
diversity of transformational possibilities is extracted from the basic unity of the material.
Verwandlung 2 was written for Riccardo Chailly and the Gewandhausorchester Leipzig,
as their commission. (program book of Gewandhaus Leipzig)

Verwandlung 3 (2007-2008)
Musik für Orchester / 10'
2 2 2 2 - 4 2 3 1 - timp, perc, hp, str(14 12 10 8 6)
World première: 15/06/2008 Weimar. Staatskapelle Weimar; Carl St. Clair
Verwandlung 3 was written “in grateful affinity“ for the Weimar Staatskapelle.
Orchestra virtuoso Rihm proffers sensational mimicry, an astonishing adaptation of the
Strauss-Schreker-Korngold palette – and yet remains entirely himself.
Comparison can be made with these Mannheim (or Karlsruhe) rockets, with their
sweeping harp and glittering vibraphone, flowing into solo violin lyricisms, ingenious
mixtures of orchestral sound, brass section with the exposed horns, with sound and
gestures of Korngold’s Sea Wolf film music, in order to appreciate the scenic plasticity
with which Rihm approximates a vivid “music to accompany a film scene.” The
movement is eroticised through and through with the gentlest Klangfarben
seductiveness and symphonic muscle-flexing; the harmonies are a luxuriant, towering,
occasionally wedged-together feast, while the wind soloists are instrumental character
studies, right up to the daring clarinet cadenza.
The “old” Rihm is reasserted in the middle of the piece when the tutti, with its snarling
low brass, threatens to plunge into an abyss. It is prevented from further adversity by a
sonic surface of string tremolos and wind flutter-tonguing, from which the obligatory
march breaks loose. Verwandlung 3 ends with an energetic but open-ended coda.
(Rainer Peters)

Verwandlung 4 (2008)
Musik für Orchester / 16'
2 2 2 2 - 4 2 3 1 - timp, perc(2), str
World première: 28/09/2008 Bonn. Bamberg Symphony; Jonathan Nott
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Jointly commissioned by the Bamberg Symphony and the Bonn Beethoven Festival,
Verwandlung 4 builds on the ending of No. 3. By the time he began working on the
piece, it became clear to Rihm that, for him, the name and title “Verwandlung was not
just a synonym for music,” as he said in a conversation; it also has an autobiographical
connotation. His symphonic handwriting is befalling the metamorphoses; again,
Verwandlung 4 is quite different from its predecessors, above all since Rihm secures his
“vegetative” orchestral growth with motivic-thematic bracing which again can be called
constructivist. The hefty up-beat orchestra beats at the outset, separated by empty bars,
give impulse to the entire movement; they are the driving force of a symphonic
development which draws on the interval of the perfect fifth again and again. Over and
over, the flute’s D –A (from bar 27 on) is the starting point for long escalations, whereby
august d-minor beginnings sound – roughly the ninth symphonies of Beethoven and
Bruckner. And when, as signum of shock and crisis, heavily dissonant clusters are
replaced by a-minor and f-minor triads, one could state that Rihm has reached a
compositional stage at which categories such as progress or regress, avant-garde, postmodern, etc. have entirely forfeited their applicability to his work. (Rainer Peters)

Verwandlung 5 (2013)
Musik für Orchester / 11'
2 2 2 2 - 4 2 3 1 - timp, perc, str
World première: 20/11/2013 Vienna. Cleveland Orchestra, Franz Welser-Möst
Verwandlung 5 is likewise based on time-tested work technique of all good composing:
developing a work from the transformation of a basic idea (a musical primordial plant,
as Webern called it, borrowing from Goethe), a work which pairs motivic selfcontainment with rich “linguistic” diversity to become both “apperceptive” (Schönberg)
and expressive, and which contains lambent moments (unless contextual reasons
demand otherwise).
As Rihm explains:
“The Verwandlungen thematise the principle of constant transformation. The one is the
result of the other – everything is transition, flux, energetic play. Verwandlung 5 stands
for the characteristic typus of a quick yet melodically motivated movement.
Transparency and energy play around each other, resulting perhaps in a kind of
introverted virtuosity which responds more to classical impulses than it develops
Romantic expressive averments. When inventing an organic construct which again and
again draws its impetus from itself, I often thought of Mendelssohn – perhaps in the
way Picasso occasionally thought of Velázquez: an art to which one is glad to respond.”
In line with that characterisation, it was important to Rihm while composing that a kind
of “cheerful movement, light, quick and limber” would result, like chamber music and
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yet exploiting the resources of a large orchestra when the overlapping lines shape into
dramatic climaxes. Thus he chose a “normally” sized, late 19th-century orchestra,
merely adding percussion instruments such as antique cymbals, button gong, cymbals,
tom-tom, side drum with snares and wood block.
Sounds unfold broadly, often on several levels and condensing the various instrumental
groups into blocks, alternating here with most transparent sections, soloistic
interjections and “halved” orchestral sections opposed to the full forces, so that the
events – permeated with incessant motivic or derivative work – also seem to be
characterised by ever-new colouristic design. (Hartmut Krones)

Verwandlung 6 (2014)
Musik für Orchester / 15'
2 1 2 1 - 4 1 2 0 - timp, perc(3), hp, pno, str
World première: 04/06/2014 Essen. Essen Philharmonic; Tomáš Netopil
This work completes the Verwandlung cycle for the time being. Here, too, Rihm makes
use of far-reaching transformation processes in his sounds, for instance when a rattle
sounds the first rhythm and four percussionists are used in the course of the work.
Technically speaking, Verwandlung 6 does not contain much in the way of pitfalls.
However, the great challenge in performing Rihm’s orchestral works remains the process
of expending and conveying their inherent energy.

Transitus (2012-2013)
for orchestra / 15'
3 3 3 3 - 4 3 3 1 - timp, perc(2), hp, str
World première: 05/05/2014 Milan. Filarmonica della Scala, Riccardo Chailly
Wolfgang Rihm on Richard Strauss and Transitus
People like to label Richard Strauss as a “conservative.” How do you deal with that?
What am I supposed to deal with? – the label? – that people place it on Strauss and
occasionally on me, too? In both cases, it depends on who is attaching the label; only
then can you know what it means. What could it mean? “Conservative” could be a
stance including thinking in avant-garde categories even today. If you look at it that
way, of course I am not conservative. It’s too bad, actually, since the avant-garde
nurtured me. But the designation “conservative” is mostly applied to someone who
does not insensibly float along in the flow of the fashionable trends of the day. From
that viewpoint, I can quite rightly and justifiably be called a conservative. And Strauss? –
ask him yourself. He is still alive, in a senior citizens’ home in Darmstadt. He jogs over
the cemetery there every day …
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Composers are still glad to be called conservative today if that refers to Strauss’
virtuosity as an orchestrator.
That is why I never refer to that superficial aspect of the scores. Virtuosity is not a merit
per se. Any model student can be a virtuoso. The important thing is the type and
amount of energy set in motion. There is so much virtuosic music in its place; nothing
moves, everything waggles, waves about, glitters. But music passes on, transfers energy.
The quality of a musical work depends on its energetic payload and its currents. In his
best moments, Strauss leaves an incomparable undertow of relentless flow.
How does that virtuosity manifest itself for you?
Presuming that it is a question of the outer layer of genuinely virtuosic sound events
after all, it is always characterised by transparency, airiness, space between the particles.
Strauss’ scores are never congested, never mind adipose. Even when he unleashes the
greatest dynamic forces, they always have room enough to move to accommodate the
small emergences of the moment. Everything is wonderfully perceptible, even “walls of
sound;” apparently impenetrable surfaces let the ear perceive acoustical light at the end
of the tunnel. For me, that is the sign of true virtuosity.
Was Strauss an endpoint?
I don’t know. What is an “endpoint” in the first place? It is a figure of thought, isn’t it,
since – apart from the final black hole – there is only movement, transition, pathway
and flux. Each includes the option of drawing further a line which has seemingly been
taken to its end already.
Is Strauss’ modernity often underestimated?
Perhaps – but it doesn’t matter. Besides, it is fruitless to sort through earlier artistic
phases in terms of their compatibility with the so-called modern era. Merely because it
happens to be of interest today (3 March 2014, 5:58 p.m.), it is not the objective of a
deliberately designed development. We would like it to be that way, because it gives us
a charge of sense and meaning and it affords us the illusion for the moment that our
action has been anticipated.
How is Transitus connected with Strauss?
Indirectly, at most: transfer of energy, as mentioned, motion flux, transition as an image
of human existence, perhaps something of the “death and transfiguration” problem –
only without “transfiguration” – and of course without “death” as an onstage figure.
Write a piece which is the result of itself – I try to do that again and again, so that the
one grows from the other, all the events flow into that interminability which is the
fundamental ambience of every music; music is within time, but it does not belong to
time – it is the escape with human power from conditionality – an escape which
naturally always fails – agreed? (Universal Edition. 2014)
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David Sawer
(*1961)

David Sawer studied music at the University of York and subsequently won a DAAD
scholarship to study in Cologne with Mauricio Kagel. In 1992 he was awarded the
Fulbright-Chester-Schirmer Fellowship in Composition. A Paul Hamlyn Foundation
Award followed, as well as the Arts Foundation’s Composer Fellowship. In 1996 he was
composer-in-association with the Bournemouth Orchestras; he was awarded a Civitella
Ranieri Fellowship, won the Sony Award and the British Academy British Composer
Award 2003. For From Morning to Midnight, a full-length opera commissioned by
English National Opera, he received a Laurence Olivier Award nomination for
Outstanding Achievement in Opera.
A succession of important invitations and commissions followed by ensembles and
promoters such as BBC Symphony Orchestra, BBC National Orchestra of Wales, London
Sinfonietta, musikFabrik, Asko Ensemble, English National Opera or the BBC Proms.

Rumpelstiltskin Suite (2011)
for ensemble / 25'
1 1 2 1 - 1 1 0 1 - hp, vln, vla, vc, cb
World première: 06/04/2013 London. Birmingham Contemporary Music Group, George
Benjamin
‘The Times’ called Sawer’s Rumpelstiltskin “a tour de force”. David Sawer has created a
concert suite from the ballet for BCMG. “The wordless reworking of a fairy tale classic
makes its timely message more alarming than ever. Sawer's score is a rich broth... from
the ever-darkening timbre of the alchemy music to the expansive horn solo, the brittle
syncopated wedding music, mocking flute and stuttering speech rhythms, Sawer
tightens his score with unerring focus.” (The Independent)
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“It was typical of Benjamin’s modesty that he should pack his celebratory day with other
composers’ works as well as his own; another offering was the premiere of David
Sawer’s Rumpelstiltskin Suite. Like Antonioni, Sawer specialises in original textures and
aural transparency; I have never heard a harp sound so cavernously metallic, nor would I
have imagined that a group of assorted woodwind instruments could so vividly evoke a
peal of bells.” (Michael Church, The Independent)
“Rumpelstiltskin, on the evidence of this suite – about a third of the whole ballet – is a
score like Benjamin’s that captures the essence of its narrative through instrumental
sonorities: wonderful tone-images of the spinning of straw into gold, of wedding bells
magically rung by high woodwind, of the grotesque Rumpelstiltskin himself on thudding
tuba. Sawer is evidently a composer with a flair for pictures in sound, and though this is
a long suite (most of 30 minutes) it never flagged for an instant.” (Stephen Walsh, The
Arts Desk)
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Jay Schwartz
(*1965)

Jay Schwartz was born in San Diego, California and studied music at Arizona State
University. After completing his degree he pursued an advanced degree in musicology at
the University of Tübingen, Germany. Renowned orchestras and ensembles throughout
Europe have commissioned and performed his works, including the Berlin Symphony
Orchestra, the Orchestra Sinfonica Nazionale RAI, the Stuttgart Radio Symphony
Orchestra and Choir, the Radio Symphony Orchestra Frankfurt, the Mozarteum
Orchestra Salzburg, the Estonian National Orchestra, the Bavarian State Opera Munich,
the Salzburg Opera, the Staatskapelle Weimar and Ensemble Modern.
In 2000 he won the Bernd Alois Zimmermann Composition Prize from the city of
Cologne; he is three times recipient of the Southwest German Radio Heinrich Strobel
Fellowship for Electronic Music. He has also received the young artist award from the
Ensemble Modern and the International Society for Contemporary Music. In 2007 he
was nominated for the prestigious Prix de Composition de Monaco for the composition
Music for Chamber Ensemble.

Music for Orchestra II (2010)
for orchestra / 25'
4 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 1 - perc(4), vln.I(12), vln.II(12), vla(8), vc(8), cb(6)
World première: 12/06/2010 Salzburg. Mozarteumorchester Salzburg, Leo Hussain
Music for Orchestra II is a sonic realisation of the shape of a cross – a dramaturgy of
crossing lines. Formally, its musical structure is analogous to that of the poem Elegy
Howlers by the contemporary English poet Ruskin Watts, in which phonetic and
semantic characteristics of German and Hebrew interact. The languages engulf each
other and crisscross, evoking an endless chain of historical and philosophical
associations, thus forming a geographical crossing of paths at a junction between the
Occident and the Orient.
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The entire composition is based on that junction; the music is more architectonic than
anecdotic, more an objective construction than a description of a text. Two diametrically
opposed lines approach each other slowly, meeting on a central unisono with all the
instruments resonating on the 8-foot D in a forceful tutti – focused on the single
common point of the orchestra’s entire gamut in a catharsis which releases a chain of
eerie harmonies. Then the harmonically entwined lines begin to separate, gradually
disappearing in diametrically opposed directions in a mirror-image of the first half of the
work.
The solid framework of the piece supports a clear, extended arch, likewise allowing
complex polyphony. The extremities of the orchestral ranges – from shrill and piercingly
high to the depths of the sub-contrabass registers – stretching like the wide reach of a
crossbar – along with the taut shifting of microtonal intervals, combine to form both an
expression of music’s excessiveness and its primal scream.
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Mauricio Sotelo
(*1961)

Sotelo studied composition under Francis Burt, electro-acoustic music and conducting at
Vienna’s University of Music and Performing Arts. After his studies, he received a
working scholarship from the Alban Berg Foundation, where he was one of the last of
Luigi Nono’s pupils to come under his formative influence.
Sotelo approached “canto hondo” (a particular style of flamenco) in his compositions,
always from the perspective of the “micro-qualities of sound,” as the composer calls it.
“His works are characterised by an inner architecture of finest sonic organisms, the
result of a subtle compositional process” (Susanne Stähr). Sotelo has won many prizes
and awards for his music, among them advancement prizes from the Körber Foundation
(1996) and the Ernst von Siemens Foundation (1997), as well as the renowned Premio
Nacionale de Musica (2001); he has been living and working as a free-lance composer in
Spain since 1992. From 2011–2012 Sotelo was composer in residence at the
Wissenschaftskolleg zu Berlin. He lives in Berlin and works as a Professor of Composition
at the Escola Superior de Música de Catalunya in Barcelona.

Cuerpos robados (2011)
for violin, reciter and orchestra
3 2 4 2 - 4 2 3 1 - pk (4) hp(2) - str(12 10 8 6 4)
World première: 08/09/2011 Schwaz. Patricia Kopatchinskaja, vln; Tiroler SO Innsbruck,
Franck Ollu
Magical transformations, thoughts on the musical space of a new piece:
I.
… transforming a concept of music …
“I met Luigi Nono in 1989, when he was a fellow at the Institute for Advanced Study in
Berlin. I was his last pupil. We talked much about oral tradition and memory and the
problem of notation. He said, “There is still a living heritage of oral tradition in Europe,
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as well as the magical art of reminiscence as there was in 16th–century Venice: the
flamenco.”
It surprised me that Nono’s view of this issue was not folkloristic; he thought there was
still a living tradition which he called “alla mente” – memorised – that is, memory and
hearing bonded inseparably as a unity without needing written texts.
That prompted me to work with flamenco singers. What I am doing just now with the
young poet Ernesto Estrella is part of this venture. It is very abstract, although the
spoken tradition remains. That is why I did not take a fine poem by some Spanish poet; I
wanted to work with an avant-garde poet and see how he notated his text and its
execution. That does not sound like flamenco, but it is in the spirit of those talks with
Nono in Berlin.”
II.
… transforming a title …
“We struggled with the title for a long time – Cuerpos robados – “stolen bodies.” The
poet’s first suggestion was noche cerrada – “dark night;” but that was a little too
poetic; the image behind the whole thing was the (bodily) tension of a young boxer. The
text is not easy to understand, not even in Spanish. The space presented poetically here
is very broadly conceived …
The body is to be understood as a kind of prison; I find that image in this poem, too. It
speaks of a cage and how someone looks into and out of that cage … it is less of a
struggle than the tension between the body and the memory or the mind …”
III.
… transforming a poet …
“There is a traditional approach – that of setting the text to music; a poet writes a text
and it is sung. This here is another dimension, since the poet is also the interpreter – he
struggles with his own text. I am working with Ernesto Estrella, a young Spanish poet
living in New York who specialises in interpreting poems. He had thought for a long
time that poets do not read their own poems well. Now, after some research, he recites
his texts very physically, very musically. He is very radical and very extreme; that almost
sounds like music – composed-out sounds … he must introduce his text as the material
in my piece. This is projected into a large space with three large orchestra groups,
together with the violin. I know precisely how I should notate that – but I asked him to
notate it himself as well, to learn how far he would go; to what extent are his text and
his oral interpretation mutually dependent?”
IV.
… transforming a composer …
“I have been working with flamenco singers for a long time, during which I developed
my own method. I do not show up with a finished score and say: “Sing this.” No, it
begins with joint discussions so we arrive at a joint horizon. A flamenco singer believes
he is the bearer of tradition. But where is that tradition? The singer’s interpretation
brings it alive, because it exists only in his memory. It is impossible to notate his singing.
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It is the same as with a cathedral; the main elements are the same, but a new song is
created every time within that space.
Earlier – before I met Nono – I wrote notes which I heard for the first time at rehearsals.
It is work on paper. But now, after the experience with the flamenco singers, it is
different; now I work only from memory, even with the largest, longest and most
difficult pieces. I do not begin writing until the sonics are finished to the last detail in my
head – and the full score is like the diary of a wanderer.”
V.
… transforming (violin) voices …
“The musician sings and plays the music at the same moment in the cadenza seconda:
syllables such as GeTRGRNaTRKR TKTRKR DIN NA … a very complex rhythmical structure
based on Spanish dance music – that is buleria, an ostinato. I composed this voice as if I
were writing it for an Indian tabla. Some say that flamenco comes from Indian music,
but that is completely wrong – and yet it still intrigued me very much. In southern Indian
music – tabla – there is a form of notation using syllable names Tik, Tak, Dun. Every
syllable is connected with a specific way of playing; you write Tik and you hear Tik. You
make a very precise movement with your finger – Tik. That is fantastic.
At the same time, those syllables are symbols of the infinite diversity of the universe, an
image of the divine. In this sense, this is like a grid, a material cage for the inner voice –
symbolised by the violin …”
VI.
… transforming an orchestra …
“The orchestra is spatially distributed, for purely acoustical reasons. The three groups are
based on a sonic spectrum the inner motion of which I explored using a computer. (I
work a lot with IRCAM programmes). That is why some people call my music “flamenco
spectral,” alluding to the French spectralists. The orchestral sound is very finely worked
out in its spatial disposition, including very fine sonic transformations, which I
researched using computers – thus there is also another kind of tension: between the
poetical thinking and the acoustical exploration of the sonic material.”
VII.
… transforming a dream …
“Last night I dreamt very clearly – not vaguely, but as if in a film. I heard Patricia
Kopatchinskaja playing. She began with a high A – a long pitch and five descending
notes. The cascade of sound became larger and larger, conveyed to the orchestra
sound. It was very curious; I heard it very precisely and I also saw the notes before me. I
laughed a lot the next day, and I knew exactly what I had to write down.
This happens to me, although I do not seek it – and those notes will sound as the traces
they have left.” (Transcirpt: Wiebke Matyschok)
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Johannes Maria Staud
(*1974)

Johannes Maria Staud is considered one of the most important Austrian composers of
today's younger generation. Born in Innsbruck in 1974, his career has progressed at
warp speed. Before finishing his studies, which were carried out in Vienna and Berlin
with Michael Jarrell and Hanspeter Kyburz among others, Universal Edition was already
publishing his works. Scholarships, composer residencies, composition prizes, and
prestigious commissions followed. Nevertheless he allows himself enough time to
compose his works with a high level of care and integrity and also to explore other
forms of art and expression. He draws much of his inspiration from literature and the
visual arts as well as from music history and philosophy, subjects which he studied in
Vienna parallel to composition. His works have been commissioned and performed by
most prestigious ensembles and conductors such as the Berlin Philharmonic and Simon
Rattle, the Cleveland Orchestra under Franz Welser-Möst, the RSO Wien under Peter
Eötvös, the Vienna Philharmonic under Daniel Barenboim, the Bavarian Radio Symphony
Orchestra under the direction of Mariss Jansons, etc.
Johannes Maria Staud has been awarded numerous composition prizes, including the
International Rostrum of Composers Prize in 2003, the Ernst von Siemens Composers'
Prize in 2004, and the Paul-Hindemith-Preis of the Schleswig-Holstein Musik Festival in
2009.

Oskar (Towards a Brighter Hue II) (2014)
music for violin solo, string orchestra and percussion / 18'
1st percussion; 2nd percussion; 3rd percussion; violin I; violin II; viola; violoncello; double
bass
World première: 27/08/2014 Lucerne. Midori, vln; Luzerner SO, James Gaffigan
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“Making the Violin Smolder”: Johannes Maria Staud’s New Concerto
Johannes Maria Staud (composer in residence in 2014 at Lucerne Festival), has always
drawn on an interest in literature and the visual arts for his creative work. The starting
point for Oskar (Towards a Brighter Hue II), his violin concerto, was a commission he
wrote for the 2005 ARD Music Competition in Munich: Towards a Brighter Hue (2004).
Created for solo violin, this agitated, insistently forward-pressing solo piece uses a
rhythmically distinctive germ cell from Berenice, the opera Staud had completed shortly
before, to achieve what the composer calls a “more-introverted and brighter color
scheme” by means of micro-intervals in the last third of the score.
Towards a Brighter Hue was inspired by sculptures by the English artist David Nash, who
often works with charred wood. “Different woods take on different tints - charred
wood doesn’t always have the same shades of blackness”, explains Staud, who
attempted to adapt his impressions of Nash’s process into musical terms. “For me it was
delightful to set a brighter tint against this ‘charred wood.’ The image of ‘wood’ here
stands for a highly virtuosic piece that makes the violin smolder, so to speak.”
Almost ten years later, the Austrian composer has once again taken up this idea of
juxtaposing a powerful compression with gentler brightening – the idea of linking
different “types of wood” – in his Violin Concerto Oskar (Towards a Brighter Hue II),
which represents a “parody” of Towards a Brighter Hue. That is to say, it reuses
preexisting material in a new context. Staud explains what this very old compositional
process means for him: “I found it nice that the technique of parody preserved certain
things while others had to be altered, especially on account of the distance in time and
the compositional experience I had gained in the interim. At the same time, with a new
orchestration a different dynamic is always developed. It’s a matter of back and forth,
meandering between an old piece and a new discovery via parody, and that interested
me a good deal.” The violin line in his new concerto, says Staud, “in part closely follows
the solo piece, while the orchestra sounds out the potential that lies dormant in this
violin piece. What is new here is that it becomes in a sense an ascetic work, ascetic in its
orchestration – a piece that leaves a lot out. Opulence is of no interest to me, and here
there is none.”
The orchestration originally included winds, but Staud decided to omit them, slimming
the ensemble down to just solo violin, string orchestra, and three percussionists. He uses
this palette of disparate sonorities to elicit interesting contrasts and connections: for
example, the percussion, which is played with bows and rubbed with wooded sticks,
and the string orchestra allow Staud to establish a sensual counterpoint in the low
register. Characteristically, the sound colors become conflated here: “I must find a point
where the solo part and strings merge into a color that becomes a signature of the
piece. And from the percussion meanwhile there emerges a specific hue, in part a
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wooden hue.” The solo violin recurrently joins with the other strings, only to separate
once again from the tutti, says Staud. Everything resembles “a large organism that
breathes and aspires to different phases of matter.” In a freshly composed prologue,
“old material from the solo piece is linked with another sound world.” Through this
juxtaposition small islands recalling the prologue stand out as the concerto progresses.
Staud composed the work for “artiste etoile” Midori, whose repertoire also includes
Towards a Brighter Hue. “In Vienna I have heard her playing,” says Staud. “She can
shape quiet and intimate moments with real beauty. So I attempt to carve out these
delicate sounds, giving them more time. While composing I had Midori in the back of
my mind and was able to hear in my inner ear how her sound unfolds, how she deals
with little vibrato motions.” While this genuinely melody-stamped concerto provides for
no solo cadenza, the piece does have “a cadenza-like aspect.” (program booklet
Lucerne Festival)
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